INTRODUCTION
The Hula depression in northern Israel and the Marj Ayoun depression in Lebanon and the blocks between them comprise an important sector of the Dead Sea Rift (DSR). Recent mapping of the Metulla quadrangle at a scale of 1:50,000 (map in pocket at back of journal) provides new insights regarding the tectonics and stratigraphy of this highly complicated sector of the DSR. Based on geophysical and/or stratigraphic data, as well as on kinematic considerations, investigators have suggested a left-lateral offset along the Rift. Dubertret (1932) suggested "a left-handed shear of 160 km" and later workers, such as Quennell (1958 Quennell ( , 1959 , Freund (1961 Freund ( , 1965 Freund ( , 1968 , Freund et al. (1970) , Bartov (1974) , Druckman (1974 Druckman ( , 1985 , Steinitz et al. (1978) , Bartov et al. (1980) , Garfunkel (1981 Garfunkel ( , 1989 , Garfunkel et al. (1981) , Joffe and Garfunkel (1987) , Weissbrod (1981) , and Sneh (1996) , presented evidence for a 105-km left-lateral offset of the Arabian plate with respect to the African plate. In all these cases, the evidence includes displacement of isopachs and facies belts as well as fault systems.
The original geological survey of the Metulla area was carried out by Picard (1952) and Rosenberg (1960) in the Naftali Mountains, by Saltzman (1968) and Mor (1987) in the Golan, and by Dubertret (1951 Dubertret ( , 1960 in the Marj Ayoun and Mount Hermon areas. Various parts of the quadrangle were later resurveyed by Glikson (1966a,b) , Heimann (1985) , Heimann and Ron (1987) , Heimann et al. (1990) , Kafri (1991) , Hirsch (1996a) , Baer et al. (1997) , and Shimron (1998) . Additional sources for the present mapping were Renouard (1955) , Schulman (1966) , Bein (1967) , Ilani (1992) , Zilberman et al. (2000) , and Minster and Ilani (2001) . The present mapping has allowed for another opportunity to compare the stratigraphy on both sides of the DSR. The stratigraphic column of rocks cropping out in the area includes the Jurassic and up to the Quaternary, and comprises units attributed to eight groups ( Fig. 1) : the Arad and Kurnub groups are exposed in the Hermon anticline (at the Arabian plate), whereas in the west, in the Naftali Mountains (at the African plate) only the Kurnub Group crops out. The Judea, Mount Scopus, and Avedat groups are found both in the northern Golan and in the Naftali Mountains. All these units, from Jurassic to Eocene in age, are 3000 m in thickness and are of marine origin. The Miocene rocks are continental and more than 400 m thick. The overlying Plio-Pleistocene Bashan Group, which builds the volcanic plateau of the Golan Heights and the northern margins of the Hula Valley, varies in thickness, reaching several hundred meters, and comprises basaltic flows and pyroclastics. Contemporaneous sediments of the Hula Group (Horowitz, 1973) accumulated within the subsided DSR and alternate with the Plio-Pleistocene volcanic flows. This paper will first present the main tectonic elements of this sector of the DSR in order to present a reliable and up-to-date tectonic framework. This is followed by details of the successive formations on both sides of the rift in order to establish new evidence for the tectonic offset along the DSR, and to identify the course of the master fault (i.e., transform) along which this movement took place.
TECTONIC FRAMEWORK
The Hula sector of the DSR is a deep depression within which a thick Pliocene to Holocene fill accumulated. It is considered to represent a pull-apart basin (Garfunkel, 1981) bounded by longitudinal and transversal marginal faults. However, the latter were deduced mainly from geophysical surveys (e.g., Rybakov et al., 2003, this issue) and there are only limited indications of them on the surface. Likewise, the marginal faults of the Marj Ayoun depression in Lebanon are not well defined. The area between these depressions comprises highly deformed blocks that form the Metulla saddle. The tectonic framework is presented in Figs. 2 and 3.
Faults and folds on the eastern side of the Hula depression, the Golan, and Mount Hermon
The Hula Valley is bounded to the east by the Hula eastern border fault, which trends N-S. All along its length it is covered by sediments of the Hula Group and its trace can only be determined by geophysical methods (Rybakov et al., 2003, this issue ). The precise vertical throw is difficult to measure because of the absence of clear guide horizons within the basalts of the Golan Heights and within the Hula depression. Ar/ Ar ages of basalts from the Notera 3 borehole drilled in the Hula Valley indicate that the Dalwe flows, which occur at the western margins of the Golan at approximately 200 m msl, were encountered in the borehole between 500 and 900 m (-400 and -800 msl), i.e., a throw of 600 to 1000 m Steinitz, 1988a, 1989) . However, it should be noted that many basalt units exposed at the rift margins show steep tectonic dips towards the eastern N-S-trending faults (Sneh, 1996) .
The surface continuation of the Hula eastern border fault is the Azaz fault, which runs along the western foot of Tel Anafa, Tel Qalil, Giv'at HaEm, and Giv'at Azaz, and continues in a NE direction under the name of Si'on fault; it is known farther to the north in Lebanon as the Rachaya fault. Several other faults run along the slopes of the Golan. The Kefar Szold fault trends nearly parallel to the border fault; east of Kefar Szold it runs along the foot of the Zuq Zaqef cliffs. The Shamir fault first parallels the border fault, then Y a m m u n n e h f .
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Quneitra M e d it e r r a n e a n S e a Majdal Shams changes direction toward the NE, ending north of the Shamir "windows". This fault is delineated by a prominent morphological step on the basalt slope facing the Hula Valley. The Azaz, Kefar Szold, and Shamir faults displaced Plio-Pleistocene basalt flows, and we were unable to detect faults that affected only "old" basalts (e.g., Dalwe flows) as suggested by Michelson (1972) and Mor (1973) . Consequently, we could neither divide the faults into age groups nor could we place them geographically in a time-arranged pattern as proposed by Heimann (1990) , i.e., faults becoming younger in age as they approach the DSR.
The Hermon anticline is part of the Syrian Arc, a series of folded strata that extends from the Sinai Peninsula through Israel to the Palmyra in Syria. The generally accepted time of its formation is from the Cretaceous to the Early Tertiary (Picard, 1943) . The Shamir "windows" and a few other small "windows" present evidence of local post-Campanian-preMaastrichtian and Paleocene tectonic activity, and two unconformities (respectively) were identified . However, Freund (1980) proposed that, like Mount Lebanon, the formation of the Hermon anticline is connected to a strike-slip along the DSR.
Faults that generally parallel the axis of the Hermon anticline, divide it into several blocks. The two main blocks lie west and east of the Si'on fault. Other structures are the Barahta Valley graben associated with the Si'on fault-Rachaya fault ) and the Newe Ativ graben, whose age was determined as Neogene on the basis of tectonic analysis (Baer et al., 1997) . A series of Lower Cretaceous volcanic rocks related to a collapsed caldera was found in the graben area (Shimron, 1998) but has no connection to its time of formation.
Hula western border faults and the block of Naftali Mountains
The Hula Valley is bounded in the west, as in the east, by a large border fault that trends N-S from the mouth of Nahal Qadesh (in the Metulla quadrangle) to the southern part of Qiryat Shemona. The eastern slope of the Naftali Mountains is much steeper than the western slope of the Golan Heights. Therefore the course of the Hula western border fault is closely associated with the foot of the Naftali Mountains. Nevertheless, the Hula Group sediments cover parts of the fault where its precise location can only be inferred.
Two N-S parallel faults, En Te'o fault and Yesha fault, occur 500 and 1000 m to the west of the main border fault, merging into a single fault on the eastern slope of Mount Nezer, and disappearing about 1 km south of the Qiryat Shemona cable car. They initially form two distinct morphological steps (~70 and 300 m above the Hula Valley). Patches of alluvium pave the upper step. The stratigraphic throw of the Yesha fault is just a few tens of meters; and that of the En Te'o fault is more than 100 m. There are no grounds to consider either of them older than the Hula western border fault. Another strike-parallel fault was postulated along the high-lying step at Margaliyyot. (Apart from the characteristic morphology, this fault may explain an otherwise unexplained thickness decrease of the relevant stratigraphic units, e.g., Karkara Mbr., in this area.)
There seems to be no doubt regarding the association of En Te'o and Yesha faults with the subsided Hula Valley. However, assessing their exact time of formation or the last time they were active requires tools of greater precision, although two geomorphological observations might be helpful in this regard. They both lead to the conclusion that the last activity along these faults took place in Late Pleistocene and even Holocene times. The first observation concerns the formation of landslide scars above the faults and the accumulation of slope movement material below the faults. Both features are fresh and could not have survived long periods of weathering and erosion. In the Qiryat Shemona area, a complex of slope movement material and three overlying lobes of rock and debris flow deposits were identified, indicating a young, direct or indirect, tectonic trigger. The second observation concerns the development of the drainage rills on the slope. When crossing the N-S parallel-torift faults, they lack significant relief, and when the lower step is reached they disappear completely. This state of landform development suggests that processes targeted at forming equilibrium with the erosional base level have hardly begun.
South of the Margaliyyot fault, the ridge-forming morphology of the Naftali Mountains follows the geological structure. The Cretaceous beds exposed on the slope (e.g., Manara Cliff), generally dip gently westwards beneath the thick Tertiary formations that dominates the Yir'on-Nabatiya syncline. Several E-W faults cross the ridge and their relation to the rift is not clear; some are short and appear to die out away from the rift. Picard (1952) , Glikson (1966a) , Kafri (1991) , and Ron et al. (1997) described intensive deformation of various Cretaceous and Neogene strata in the Misgav Am and Metulla blocks, respectively. Picard (1952) distinguished between the main folding phase at the beginning of the Miocene and another, younger deformation phase that resulted from compression between the blocks on either side of the Tel Hay fault. Ron et al. (1997) studied mesostructures in the Misgav Am and Metulla blocks and suggested an E-W shortening during the Neogene.
The Misgav Am and Metulla blocks
West of Mount Noter, the Roum fault branches towards the northwest and then traces a northward course toward the villages of Arab Salim and Roum, subparallel to the NE-trending Yammunneh fault. This setting forms the Gebel Niha elongated block (in Lebanon), which is squeezed between the two faults. The Gebel Niha block is highly deformed and tilted generally to the west. Towards the Roum fault, strata in places dip more than 50º westward (Dubertret, 1951) .
The Misgav Am block extends to the west of the Qiryat Shemona fault and Roum fault and is bounded to its west by the Margaliyyot fault and its extension in Lebanon. The Margaliyyot fault branches off the Qiryat Shemona fault at the southern entrance to Qiryat Shemona. The block reaches a maximum width of about 3 km opposite the bending point west of Mount Noter and decreases northwards to less than 1 km at the Litani knee. Farther north, its width remains small all the way to Roum. The block is intersected by a set of faults generally trending SW-NE. They divide the block into sub-blocks, each displaying highly deformed beds, which in places are near-vertical. Gebel Nabi el Aouedi, west of Misgav Am, is crossed by a fault with a N-S trend, and the strata along it are overturned. The long and narrow sub-block along the Litani River and northwards exhibits vertical strata all along its length (Dubertret, 1951) .
The Metulla block lies between the Qiryat Shemona fault and the Tel Hay fault. It is only 2 km wide at the Mount Noter bending area and, like the Misgav Am block, it is divided into several NE-SW sub-blocks which are also highly deformed. In the south, on both sides of the Muftalah fault, the Kefar Giladi beds are vertical and in places display intensive contortion. The Metulla fault to the north is a thrust fault with the Timrat Formation beds overriding the Kefar Giladi lacustrine beds on the northwestern side of the fault. The Har Zefiyya fault occurs between the Bar Kokhba limestone on its east side (with dips of 70º and more toward the E-SE) and the "overlying" Karkara beds on the west (with similar dips and directions). These beds are probably overturned in the subsurface.
Based on the following stratigraphic considerations, it may be concluded that the Qiryat ShemonaYammunneh fault separates the African plate from the Arabian plate and is the master fault (i.e., transform) through which most of the left-lateral offset along the DSR took place.
DISCUSSION OF THE STRATIGRAPHY WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO SIDES OF THE DSR

Jurassic (Arad Group)
The formations of the Arad Group in the area studied are: Hermon (Dubertret, 1975) , Kidod, Be'er Sheva and Haluza (Goldberg, 1969 (Goldberg, , 1980 Goldberg et al., 1981) , which are the respective equivalents of units J4, J5, J6, and J7 of Dubertret (1960 Dubertret ( , 1963 . These rock units extend chronostratigraphically from the Middle Jurassic Bathonian stage into the Upper Jurassic, Upper Oxfordian stage (Derin, 1969 (Derin, , 1974 . Both Goldberg and Derin (op. cit.) found a high degree of similarity between the Mount Hermon and the Negev sequences. Jurassic sequences are not exposed on the western side of the rift within or close to the Metulla quadrangle. They were, however, encountered in the Hula 2 borehole, where they display important stratigraphic differences. The following discussion includes brief stratigraphic notes concerning the exposed section in Mount Hermon based on Goldberg's (op. cit.) studies as summarized by Sneh et al. (in Mor et al., 1997) .
Except for a few shales and calcareous shale beds in its upper parts, the Hermon Formation is built mainly of biomicritic limestone and some dolostone. A few calcarenite beds, occasionally oolitic, are scattered throughout the sequence. The formation is about 900 m thick (including sections in the Mount Hermon area exposed outside the Metulla quadrangle) and covers almost all of Mount Hermon. The upper part is highly fractured, and karstic features including dolines are common. This part was biostratigraphically correlated with the upper part of the Zohar Formation in the Negev.
The Kidod Formation on the eastern side of the DSR (Mount Hermon) is 150 m thick and consists of shales which are for the most part calcareous, pyritic, and lignitic. These are generally light gray-brown to yellow, but in the upper part of the formation they are dark gray ("black") and gray-brown. In the middle part, the shales alternate with thinly bedded limestones (mostly calcarenite and intrabiosparite, occasionally oncolitic); in the lower part of the formation, the shales are fossiliferous (ammonites and belemnites, mostly pyritic and/or hematitic, are abundant). There are also some plant remains and vertebrate bones. Lower Cretaceous basaltic intrusions are found in the Majdal Shams-Qal'at Nimrud area.
The Kidod shale facies occupies a wide (~120 km) depositional belt on the west side of the DSR (Picard and Hirsch, 1987) . The northern border of this belt generally trends SW-NE toward the northeastern Shomeron area and the Bet She'an Valley. Across this border in the Galilee, and farther to the north in the Naftali Mountains (Hula 2 borehole), and in Lebanon (Heybroek, 1942) , the shale facies is replaced by a limestone facies. The southern border has the same trend towards the Dead Sea area. The same facies transition was observed on the eastern side of the rift, but with a left-lateral offset of about 110 km. To the north in Lebanon, the shale belt stretches beyond Kafr Quq, and the facies changes into limestones to the north of the Beirut-Damascus road (Ponikarov, 1968) . Consequently, the southern border of the shale belt on the east should have been detected between Irbid and the southern Golan area. Yet, in this area the Jurassic sequence is both condensed, only a few hundred meters (e.g., 488 m in the Northern Highland 2 borehole), and its upper part is, as expected, truncated by the Lower Cretaceous unconformity surface (Abu Saad and Andrews, 1993) , which result in correlation uncertainties. This paleogeographic analysis explains the facies differences between the two sides of the DSR within the Metulla quadrangle, supporting the option already raised by Derin (1969) that the leftlateral offset along the rift is the reason for these differences.
The Be'er Sheva Formation is 90 m thick and consists mainly of light gray and whitish, well-bedded limestones (biomicrite, in places rich in sponge spicules, and intrabiosparite). In the lower part of the formation, the beds are thin and alternate with dark gray shales. These beds were assigned by Hirsch (1996b) to the Spiculitic Limestone Member and were combined with the Kidod Formation to comprise a new unit, the Majdal Shams Formation. However, the correlative unit across the border in Lebanon is clearly not part of the J5 Formation of Dubertret (1960) . Hence, it seems highly unadvisable to omit a discrete stratigraphic unit such as the Kidod Formation. In the upper part, the beds are massive and cliff-forming, and are characterized by the presence of oncolites, stromatoporoids, and echinoid fragments. The Haluza Formation is 125 m thick and consists mainly of limestones. Yellow-brown intrabiosparites, occasionally cross-bedded and oolitic, and some micrites commonly alternate with moderately to finely-bedded, fossiliferous calcareous shales with stromatoporoids and oncolites. The formation is overlain by basalt flows related to the Lower Cretaceous volcanic phase.
Lower Cretaceous (Kurnub Group and lower parts of Judea Group)
The Lower Cretaceous lithostratigraphic section of the Naftali Mountains at the surface and subsurface (Hula 2 borehole) can be compared with its time-equivalent section exposed on the eastern slopes of Mount Hermon. Though the two are similar in the sense that the same sequence of formations, i.e., Hatira (including volcanic alternations), Nabi Sa'id, Ein el Assad, Hidra, and Rama (or Mas'ada), exists in both, important differences are recognized.
On the two sides of the DSR, both clastics and volcanic rocks dominate the bottom of the section and the interrelations between the two are crucial. On the west side, the Tayasir Volcanics in Samaria (Mimran, 1972) underlie the clastic Hatira Formation. The volcanics were assigned to the lower part of the Neocomian with radiogenic ages of 138-133 Ma (Lang and Mimran, 1985) . On the Manara slope exposure and the Hula 2 borehole, this section is about 600 m thick and the basalt flows, each a few tens of meters, are concentrated in three horizons in its middle part. Farther to the north, west of El Qlaiaa (within the Metulla quadrangle), and in Gebel Niha in Lebanon, the volcanics are found in the upper part of the section (Dubertret, 1951) , and belong to a younger phase that predates the Aptian transgression.
The volcanic complex of the Mount Hermon eastern block below the village of Ein Qunya underlies the clastics, in a setting similar to that of the Tayasir Volcanics in Samaria, 100 km to the south. Some 65 km to the north of Ein Qunya, still in the Anti Lebanon range (Bloudane, Syria), the volcanics overlie the clastics (Mouty et al., 1992) . The volcanic sequence in Mount Hermon is 125 m thick (Shimron and Peltz, 1993) . According to Shimron (1989) , Shimron and Lang (1989) , and Shimron and Peltz (1993) , this unit comprises a sequence of layered basalt flows, dikes, diatreme breccia pipes, pyroclastic, epiclastic and lacustrine rocks. The youngest radiometric date obtained for this sequence is 133 Ma (Segev and Lang, 2002) and the age of the volcanics that overlie the clastics, as reported by Mouty et al., (1992) , is 124 to 127 Ma, i.e., Late Barremian.
The Hatira Formation (Grès de Base of Dubertret, 1960) in the Mount Hermon slopes, is 85 m thick and built of sandstone (Saltzman, 1968; Sneh, 1974) and is much thinner than the Hatira sandstone and mudstone section in the Manara Cliff. On both sides of the DSR, the rocks represent a shallow marine environment with a strong influence from the nearby land, as may be concluded from the lithofacies types and structures (Karcz, 1965) , and from the fauna content (e.g., in Samaria; Blake, 1936) . Lagoons, swamps, and dense vegetation characterized the coast (Nissenbaum, 1975; Nissenbaum and Horowitz, 1992; Conway, 1991) .
The sandstone-dominated Hatira depositional environment gradually changes into one dominated by carbonate. The rocks representing this transition belong to the Nabi Said Formation ("Couches à Gastropodes" of Heybroek, 1942, in Lebanon) . In the Manara Cliff, this formation is 78 m thick and is comprised of alternating layers of sandstones, oolitic limestones, and marls (Rosenberg, 1960) . The comparable section in the Mount Hermon is practically nil (Saltzman, 1968; Sneh, 1974) . However, Hirsch (1996a) suggested that it is represented by 10 to 20 m of sandy limestone beds. In any case, there is insufficient valid information on the formation on the east side of the DSR in regard to the offset question.
The limestones of the Ein el Assad Formation (synonymous with the "Falaise de Blanche", or unit C2b as defined by Dubertret, 1960, in Lebanon) constitute an excellent, prominent, marker on both sides of the DSR, in Samaria, in the Galilee, on the western slopes of the Lebanon range, in the Anti-Lebanon range, and Mount Hermon. It is 45 m thick in the Mount Hermon area (Sneh, 1974 ; 65 m according to Saltzman, 1968) and 42 m in the Manara Cliff (Rosenberg, 1960) , and because of its relative homogeneity, provides no evidence to support an offset along the transform.
The following Hidra Formation (Kati'h Fm. of Saltzman, 1968) shows significant differences on both sides of the DSR. It is exposed on the slopes of Mount Hermon (~65 m thick) and conformably overlies the limestones of the Ein el Asad Formation. It is built of sandstone, marl, and some limestone. In the Galilee, the correlative formation-the "Orbitolina horizons" unit described by Rosenberg (1960) -is synonymous with the Hidra Formation of Eliezri (1965) , but lacks sandstones and is rich in iron oolites. Mimran (1969) described sandstones at the base of the Tammun Formation in Samaria, 100 km to the south, as being correlative with the Kati'h Formation.
The overlying Albian strata in the Manara Cliff forms a 126-m thick section of "Knemiceras"-bearing marl beds with a few limestone alternations (Rosenberg 1960) . It is the equivalent of the Rama Formation of Eliezri (1965) in the Galilee and of unit C4 of Dubertret (1960) in Lebanon. Unlike the former unit, it is hardly comparable with the time-equivalent Mas'ada Formation (Saltzman 1968) in Mount Hermon. The Mas'ada Formation is a 140-250 m limestone unit with some marl in its upper part (Sneh, 1974) , but the generally thick "Knemiceras" marl section is not the dominant section at this location.
Based on the stratigraphic data from the Rosh Pinna-1 borehole, Freund et al. (1970) reconstructed the position of the Korazim block (to the south of the Hula depression) prior to the lateral offset along the DSR, and placed it 60 km to the south, making it part of the Arabian plate. Indeed, most of the Lower Cretaceous units provide evidence of proximity to both the Mount Hermon and northern Samaria (Wadi Malih) sections rather than to the Manara section. Thus, the volcanics directly overly the Jurassic strata and are overlain by the Hatira sandstones, and their thickness (95 and 50 m, respectively) is close to that in Mount Hermon. The Nabi Sa'id Formation is practically absent as in Mount Hermon, and the thickness of the Ein el Assad Formation (115 m) is closer to that which occurs in Wadi Malih. The overlying sandy section (85 m) is similar to that of the Hidra Formation in the Hermon. The following unit has the characteristics of the Mas'ada Formation, i.e., limestones at the bottom (115 m) and marls above (135 m). The uppermost limestones (140 m) are attributed to the Kefira Formation, which is about 150 m thick in Wadi Malih (Mimran, 1969) .
Albian-Turonian (Judea Group, middle and upper parts)
A complete section of the Judea Group strata (of an east Galilee type) is exposed in the Naftali Mountains. It begins with the Kamon Formation, a unit more than 200 m thick consisting of dolostones that interfinger with, and change laterally into limestones. In places, the lower parts are those with the limestones; in others, they are found higher up. This mix of lithofacies is also characteristic of the formation to the south in the southern parts of the Naftali Mountains (Glikson, 1966b) .
Overlying this is the 170-240-m-thick chert-bearing Deir Hanna Formation with its two members, Karkara and Rosh HaNiqra. The Karkara Member comprises dolostones, limestones, brown chalks, marls, and chert, which occurs as thick nodules. A limestone and dolostone unit, about 20 m thick, in its middle part builds a prominent cliff, clearly seen in E.P. 734. The Rosh HaNiqra Member resembles other sections throughout the Galilee. It comprises mainly limestones, chalks, and marls, and the chert appears as small but densely distributed lenses, thin layers, and geodes and is about 100 m thick. Deir Hanna beds (210 m thick) crop out on the eastern side of the DSR along the eastern flank of Mount Hermon (Michelson, 1975 (Michelson, , 1979 . However, a comparison of its occurrence along both sides gave no further clues to the offset issue.
The Sakhnin Formation on both sides of the DSR is a dolostone unit about 100 m thick. In several places, on both sides, it is difficult to separate the Sakhnin Formation from the overlying Bina Formation either because of local alternations of limestones in the Sakhnin or because of intense dolomitization in the Bina (see also Levitte and Sneh, 2002) .
Given the above reservation, the Bina Formation of the eastern Galilee is quite thin, yet in the vicinity of Yiftah it reaches a few tens of meters. It begins with massive, variegated limestones (resembling "Mizi ahmar") and passes upwards into bedded lithographic limestones ("Mizi hilu"). The Bina Formation exposed east of the DSR in the Shamir "windows", is significantly different. It is built of limestone and dolostone (~70 m thick) and is divided into three lithostratigraphic units that in many aspects are almost identical to the Bina Formation exposed in Nahal Bezeq (75 m thick; Hatzor, 1988) 85 km to the south on the west side of the DSR. At the Shamir "windows" the three units are (from bottom to top): (1) Micritic limestone at the base overlain by chalk; (2) Dolostone and limy dolostone, quartzolites, ichtiosarcolites, cliff forming (Sakhnin Fm. according to Saltzman, 1968, and Kamon Fm. of Mimran et al., 1985) ; (3) Bedded limestone with chalks close to top (studied petrographically by Shirav, 1974) . In Nahal Bezeq, the three units are (from bottom to top): (1) Micritic limestone at the base, overlain by chalk; (2) Limestone, quartzolites, cliff forming; (3) Bedded limestone with chalks close to the top. This threefold division, identified as Derorim, Shivta, and Nezer formations, respectively, is common from the Gilboa Mountains to the south on the west side of the DSR, all the way to the northern Negev, but it does not hold north of the Gilboa.
The significance of comparing the sections at Nahal Bezeq and the Shamir "windows" becomes important since both exposures are very close to the DSR. This makes counter arguments, e.g., that the facies belts that usually trend SW-NE curl around an elevated block in the east, less plausible. In our case, it implies that these belts should have had a N-S orientation.
Senonian-Lower Eocene (Mount Scopus Group)
Mount Scopus Group formations in the Naftali Mountains, i.e., west of the DSR, have characteristics similar to those of the central Galilee. All formations (Menuha, Mishash, Ghareb, Taqiye) are present but are relatively thin-altogether about 150 m (170 m in the Zefat quadrangle, Levitte, 2001) . Two of these formations deserve special attention. The Mishash Formation, found only west of Yiftah, consists of only one layer, about 20 cm thick, similar to its appearance in the Upper Galilee. The Taqiye Formation appears in a marl and chert facies ("Zarzur facies", Schlein, 1960) , which is typical of the whole of the Galilee (Sneh, 2000) .
The Mount Scopus formation sequence of the Golan Heights reveals important internal unconformities . The most prominent of these is expressed by the Qela Conglomerate, a 2-mthick bed of conglomerate (polymictic, rounded pebbles) at the base of the Ghareb Formation. It is rich in Cretaceous pebbles, including Mishash chert fragments, and noticeably devoid of Neogene basalt fragments that surround the entire area. North of Shamir, it down-cuts the Bina limestones, and in Nahal Orevim it overlies the Menuha chalks and is only a 30-cm-thick lens containing chert (derived from the Mishash Fm.), limestone, and dolomite pebbles . Unconformities in the Mount Scopus sequence were described from Wadi Malih in Samaria, 100 km to the south (Mimran, 1969) .
It seems even more important to compare the Mount Scopus sediments where they were not eroded. The Mishash Formation is about 4 m thick (at Tel Manfuha east of the Metulla quadrangle), which can be compared to its counterpart in the west, but only from the Lower Galilee and southwards. The Taqiye Formation in the Golan Heights does not show the "Zarzur facies" and thus can be compared with the Taqiye Formation in the Gilboa Mountains (Hatzor, 1988) , i.e., 100 km to the south. The Taqiye exposures at the banks of Nahal Iyyon belong to this province, suggesting that this area is part of the eastern Arabian plate. The Mount Scopus sequence here is about 360 m thick (340 m in Hula 3 borehole), which is comparable with the 370 m section exposed in Nahal Bezeq (Hatzor, 1988 ) 100 km to the south.
Lower-Middle Eocene (Avedat Group)
A left-lateral offset of the Lower to Middle Eocene formations along the DSR was suggested by Sneh (1988 Sneh ( , 1996 . The lithofacies distribution was controlled in northern Israel by a regional "high", to which both the Gilboa Mountains and the eastern Galilee and the area of Mount Hermon (at present about 80 km to the north) were connected. The resulted sedimentary belts include upper shelf limestones on top of this "High" and deep basinal chalks (alternating with chert layers) farther away. This setting explains the position of the deep basinal sediments of the southern Golan, on the east side of the DSR (250-m-thick section of hard chalks and chert layers of the Adulam Formation and 200-m-thick chalk of the Maresha Formation studied by Michelson, 1972 Michelson, , 1979 , against the upper shelf limestones of the eastern Galilee.
Within the Metulla quadrangle, in the vicinity of Kefar Giladi (Glikson, 1966a) , as well as in the Shamir "windows", the Eocene strata, more than 250 m in thickness, appear in their shelf facies, comprising the limestones and chalks of the Timrat Formation and the limestones of the Bar Kokhba Formation. To the west of the Qiryat Shemona fault, across the border with Lebanon, towards the northwest, in the Nabatiya plateau, the rocks are definitely basinal, as can be deduced from the chalk and chert layers sequence.
Neogene (Kefar Giladi Formation)
The Kefar Giladi Formation consists of a series of Neogene conglomerates, limestones, and clays more than 400 m thick (described in the area of Kefar Giladi by Picard, 1952; Rosenberg, 1960; Glikson, 1966a) . Due to intensive tectonic deformation, the thickness of this series can only be roughly estimated since an ordered section was never measured. According to Sneh (1996) , this series reflects a fluvio-lacustrine environment that prevailed in the area during the interval between the deposition of the Hordos Formation and that of the Cover Basalt. Apparent correlative series are known from the areas of Khirbet Kanafar and Zahle in Lebanon, east of the Yammuneh fault. To the west of this fault, probably equivalent rocks ("puddingstones") were described by Dubertret (1963) from the area west of the Litani River. However, these exposures are located too far from the DSR and therefore can not be used for the tectonic analysis. A closer outcrop of conglomerate was mapped by Rosenberg (1960) and by Kafri (1991) in the area west of Yiftah but was not encountered in the course of the present mapping. Farther south, the conglomerates and carbonates are known from both sides of Lake Kinneret and from the Marma Fayad area (Sneh, 1996) . Equivalent series in the subsurface of the Hula Valley were not found. Horowitz (2001) considered the gravel and marl section from 1675 to 2050 m in the Notera 3 borehole as an equivalent one. This section alternates with Cover Basalt flows, and we therefore consider it as representing a younger section. Heimann and Steinitz (1989) support the Cover Basalt Pliocene age of the section and found no sedimentary representative of the 8.8 to 4.0 Ma interval below the discussed section. Glikson (1966a) divided the Kefar Giladi section into two formations, a carbonate one at the bottom and a conglomerate one, which either overlies the former or alternates with it. However, Ilani (1992) identified a thick conglomerate section overlying the Eocene Bar Kokhba limestones in the Kefar Giladi quarry; a setting that was not noted by Glikson (1966a) . Hence, Sneh (1996) postulated that the conglomerates in the type locality at Kefar Giladi underlie the carbonates and alternate with them higher up in the section.
Neogene conglomerates cover the southern slopes of Mount Khamamis on the eastern side of the Tel Hay fault. At Giv'at Qorah, the well-cemented carbonate conglomerate that dips to the south has an appearance similar to that of the Kefar Giladi conglomerate. There is, however, a significant difference: in the type locality, the conglomerate overlies the Eocene strata, whereas at Mount Khamamis, it overlies Cretaceous strata.
Southwards, and to the east of Tel Avel Bet Ma'akha, Heimann (1985 Heimann ( , 1990 ) described a series of conglomerates, termed Egel Gravels, which consist of pebbles originating from a variety of sources. They are relatively poorly cemented and in places have a clay matrix. Seemingly, this section is either the upper part of the Kefar Giladi Formation or an independent formation overlying it and thus a younger one. Heimann (op. cit.) regarded the gravels of Tel HaGidem as part of this unit. Furthermore, we can not rule out the possibility that the entire section belongs to the younger Egel Gravel.
PLIO-PLEISTOCENE VOLCANISM AROUND THE HULA VALLEY
The volcanic Bashan Group (Mor, 1986) around the northern Hula Valley is built of three units: (1) the Meshki Basalt (Mor, 1994) ; (2) the Ortal Formation, Dalwe Basalt, and Hazbani Basalt (Mor, 1986) , and the En Awwazim flow; and (3) the Golan Formation, Muweisse, En Ziwan, and Sa'ar basalts (Mor, 1973;  emended by Mor, 1986) . The rocks are generally of uniform composition (alkaline olivine-basalt) with practically no possibility of reliably distinguishing between them in the field. We are therefore forced to rely on chronostratigraphic criteria, i.e., previous age determinations (Mor, 1986; Heimann and Steinitz, 1988b) as well as on data obtained by Harlavan et al. (in press ). Accordingly, contemporaneous basalt flows are ascribed to the same local "flow unit" rather than to a formal stratigraphic formation. Based on the relatively large number of radiometric data, we distinguish between two volcanic units: (1) "old" of Plio-Pleistocene age and (2) "young", limited to later stages of the Pleistocene.
Basalt flows of Plio-Pleistocene age
Plio-Pleistocene volcanic events were described from around the Hula Valley. The Pliocene Meshki basalt flows pass through the ancient Hazbani channel to the Hula Valley (Mor, 1986) . They are overlain by the Hazbani Basalt (Picard, 1963; Mor, 1986) , which probably originates from a source a few kilometers northeast of Ghajar village, and is considered by Mor (1986) to be younger than the Meshki flows. The Hazbani flows are distributed in the Hazbani Valley and the northern Hula Valley as far as Qiryat Shemona (Inbar, 1980; Heimann, 1990) . According to Mor (1986) , the most complete section, about 40 m thick (the base is not exposed), is in Nahal Hazbani. A thicker section was encountered in the subsurface in the Hula Valley. The En Awwazim flow (Sneh and Weinberger, 2003) apparently belongs to the same event; its radiometric age is 0.89 Ma. The Plio-Pleistocene Dalwe basalt flows are found on the Golan plateau as well as in the DSR. Their sources are a series of cones, e.g., Tel Sheivan (Mor, 1973 (Mor, , 1986 .
The En Awwazim flow is the only one belonging to the "old" volcanic level that is found on the west side of the DSR within the Metulla quadrangle (Pliocene basalts cover the Dalton area, Zefat quadrangle). No evidence has been found for a left-lateral offset for the Plio-Pleistocene flows.
Younger Pleistocene basalt flows
The various flows assigned by Mor (1993) to the Golan Basalt (Muweisse, En Ziwan and Sa'ar flows) yielded a similar young Pleistocene age range. The first two are widely distributed, whereas the Sa'ar flows are local and, based upon field relationships, are also the youngest. The sources of the Muweisse and the En Ziwan flows are cones to the east, outside the Metulla quadrangle. In general, the basalt lavas flowed in a westward direction towards the rift. The Sa'ar basalt flowed through the gorge of Nahal Sa'ar (which separates Mount Hermon from the Golan Heights) as far as the Banyas region. In the Sa'ar gorge, the basalt overlies stream gravels, which in turn overlie sedimentary rocks on the northern side of the gorge and the older basalts on the southern side. Young Pleistocene flows on the west side of the DSR are not known from the nearby vicinity.
QUARTERNARY SEDIMENTATION IN RESPONSE TO TECTONIC MOVEMENTS
Most of the Quaternary (and Pliocene) sediments in the northern Hula Valley, a section of several hundreds of meters of marl, clay, lignite, peat, and some gravel of the Hula Group (alternating with basalt layers), accumulated in the DSR area and are buried in the subsurface (Horowitz, 2001 , and references therein). The youngest exposed unit is the Mallaha Formation (Horowitz, 1979) , whose sediments, mainly peat, represent the Hula swamp environment that prevailed in the valley below 70 m msl; the rest of the area is covered by alluvium. Those sediments remaining around the valley include conglomerates, gravel, and tufa deposits, and their interrelationships shed some light on the young tectonic history of the DSR.
Conglomerates and gravel
Three generations of conglomerates and gravel were identified: (1) Si'on and En Awwazim conglomerates; (2) Fluvial terrace conglomerates and old fans; and (3) Recent fan gravel. All three are rift related and they (or their facies correlatives) are found in the DSR "fill".
The Si'on Conglomerate builds the steep fan at the mouth of the old course of Nahal Si'on, where an 80-m-thick section of conglomerate is exposed at Giv'at Hamra. The unit consists mainly of well-rounded, poorly sorted limestone pebbles of the Hermon Formation. Its interrelationships with the Plio-Pleistocene basalts to the south are not clear; it does not interfinger with the basalts and perhaps is older.
The En Awwazim Conglomerate, identified to the west of, and along the Hula western border fault (south of En Awwazim springs at the foothills of the Naftali Mountains), is well-cemented and with angular, polymictic pebbles, of which less than 20 m is exposed, and is underlain by the En Awwazim flow. The conglomerate and basalt complex is floored by the lower tectonic step formed through the tectonic activity along the En Te'o fault.
Fluvial terrace conglomerates are exposed along the banks of Nahal Iyyon to the west and the Banyas River to the east. The latter underlies the main tufa carpet in the Dan-She'ar Yashuv area. The conglomerate, which is the second-generation fan of the Si'on stream, comprises fragments which are better sorted and display cross-bedding and imbrication, indicative of the more distal position in the fan complex.
Recent fans developed at the mouth of streams flowing towards the Hula Valley from both the west and east. They overlie the main fault traces on both sides of the DSR but remain unaffected by its tectonics.
Tufa (travertine) deposits
Tufa (travertine) deposits of the Kefar Yuval Travertine are widespread in the northern margins of the Hula Valley (Picard 1963; Horowitz 1979 Horowitz , 2001 Heimann and Sass 1989; Gur et al., 2002) . They exceed 25 m in thickness near HaGosherim, and according to Heimann and Sass (1989) , the rocks comprise two facies: (a) massive, white-brown, soft, homogeneous travertine devoid of fossils, and (b) travertine containing fossils of various plants, mostly stems and leaves. The tufa deposits build a continuous carpet cut by the Holocene (to Late Pleistocene?) courses of the main streams. The tufa overlies the Hazbani basalt flows in the area between Nahal Iyyon and the Hazbani River (where it was attributed to the Kefar Yuval Travertine) and the age-equivalent Dalwe basalts on both banks of the Banyas River (where it was attributed to the Dan Travertine). Gur et al. (2002) consider that the two differ only in their geographic distribution area. The tufa deposits also overly the Si'on Conglomerate. Horowitz (1979) estimated the age of the tufa at 0.15 Ma on the basis of its pollen content. Gur et al (2002) performed several radiometric measurements on tufa samples from the Banyas River bank and obtained ages of the same order of magnitude. Aschuelian artifacts found on top of the tufa, mainly in the Ma'ayan Barukh area, also limit the age to that obtained above (Picard, 1963) .
The highest tufa deposits overlie the Si'on Conglomerate on top of Giv'at Hamra at 400 m msl. To the south, the tufa on the Senir plateau is about 60 m lower, apparently with no fault between the two levels. To the west in the Dan-She'ar Yashuv area, across the Azaz-Si'on fault, the tufa deposits are 100 m lower than those on the Senir plateau. The Quaternary depositional history of the northeastern corner of the Hula Valley may thus be summarized as follows: (Stage 1) Development of a steep and limited proximal fan at the mouth of Nahal Si'on, followed by a period of volcanic activity, and deposition of the Giv'at Hamra tufa; (Stage 2) Base level drop in the Hula Valley of about 60 m, which resulted in the breaching of the Si'on fan and the building of a new, more extensive fan down to the She'ar Yashuv area. Consequently, the main carpet of tufa was laid; (Stage 3) Tectonic rejuvenation along the Azaz-Si'on fault bringing the tufa and the underlying conglomerates on the west side of the fault to their present position (100 m lower). Freund (1980) and Heimann (1985) argue that a leftlateral offset of about 1 km took place along this fault. They based this on an apparent offset of the Si'on Conglomerate, but the present observations show that the conglomerates exposed on the west side of the fault are probably not the same as the Si'on Conglomerate.
SUMMARY
A stratigraphic analysis of Jurassic to Eocene rock units provides ample evidence for a left-lateral offset of about 105 km along the Dead Sea Rift. This offset took place along the Qiryat Shemona and Yammunneh faults, a conclusion reached particularly on the fact that the Paleogene formations (Taqiye, Timrat and Bar Kokhba formations), whose rocks abut the Qiryat Shemona fault on its eastern side, retain the same characteristic facies to the east. Thus, the Qiryat Shemona-Yammunneh fault is the boundary between the African and Arabian plates. This differs from the earlier concept, where the boundary was considered to trend along the Tel Hay fault (Sneh, 1996) formed before the facies of both of sides was examined.
The stratigraphic evidence for the left-lateral offset may be summarized as follows:
1. The Jurassic Kidod shales of Mount Hermon face a limestone domain on the west side of the DSR throughout all of the Galilee. 2. The Neocomian volcanic sequence east of the DSR (at the base of the Hatira sandstones in Mount Hermon) is equivalent to the Tayasir Volcanics to its west (northern Samaria). The volcanics of the Naftali Mountains and of Gebel Niha in Lebanon occur higher in the stratigraphic section alternating with the Hatira sandstones. Similarly, the volcanic units exposed north of Mount Hermon in the AntiLebanon Range alternate with the sandstones. 3. Sandstones of the Aptian Hidra Formation exposed in Mount Hermon are correlated with sandstones from the same stratigraphic unit in Samaria. The Hidra Formation in the Naftali Mountains lack sandstones. 4. The Albian Mas'ada Formation of Mount Hermon and of the Korazim block (located 60 km to the south during the Cretaceous) comprises limestone in the lower part and marl above it. The equivalent Rama Formation in the Naftali Mountains is basically a marl sequence, and only farther southward in southern Samaria the lower part of the Rama Formation consists of limestone. 5. The Turonian Bina Formation exposed in the Shamir "windows" is divided into three units comparable to the Derorim, Shivta, and Nezer formations in the Gilboa Mountains, 90 km to the south and west of the DSR. 6. The Paleocene Taqiye marls in the Hula 3 borehole, north of Kefar Gil'adi and less than 2 km to the east of the Qiryat Shemona fault, is about 360 m thick, which is comparable with the 370-m section exposed in Nahal Bezeq, 100 km to the south and only several kilometers west of the western fault of the DSR. The Taqiye Formation of the Naftali Mountains is much thinner, and it appears in a marl and chert facies. 7. The Late Miocene (earliest Pliocene?) Kefar Giladi Formation does not display stratigraphic evidence supporting a left-lateral offset along the Qiryat Shemona fault, nor does it negate such movement. However, its absence from the subsurface of the Hula basin raises doubts as to the existence of a depression in the Hula area at the time of deposition. 8. The young Plio-Pleistocene strata (sediments as well as basalt flows) were found associated with the down-faulting regime that developed in the Hula Valley since the Pliocene. No significant evidence has yet been found supporting a lateral offset of these units within the Metulla quadrangle area.
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